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APPENDIX

l'.S. NUCL EAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
LEGION IV

NRC Inspection Report: 50-313/91-08 Operating Licenses: DPR-51
50-368/91-08 Npr-6

Dockets: 50-313
50-368

Licensee: Entergy Operations, Ir.c.
Route 3. Box 137G
Russt11ville, Arkansas 7Cf.01

Fecility Neme: Arkansas Nut 'r One (ANO), Units 1 and 2

Insptetion At: ANO, Russellville, Arkansas

inspection Conducted: March 4-8, 1991

w &~ 2, ,inspectors: \/, G /44 L /A N /;b/9/
M. F.'RJnyan, Recctor Inspector, Plant Systems Latv '

Section, Division of Reactor Safety

W.-.];m
. 2 o 9/

R. B. Vickrey, Reactof Inspector, Plant Systems Datt/ /
~~

Section, Division of Petctor Safety

/) ./

I).~l . Rolley, Feec, tor I(sptc. tor, Test Programs l[fite/v/4/
144tbo ? Co

)

Section, Divisj4n cf Reetter Stfety

Accompanied
by: P. A. Goldberg, Reactor Inspector (in training), Plant Systems

Section, Division of Reactor Safety
,

Approved: _ _ Y . _JM1AJ Jo/9 /T. F. Stetka, Chief, Plant Systems Section ae /
Division of Reactor Safety
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Inspection Summary

Inspection Conducted March 4 8, 1991 'Repor_t 50-313/368/91-08)

Artas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection of the licensee's plant
modifications, calibrations, mtasuring and test equipment, and piping
support / restraint systems.

Pesults: Within the areas inspected, nu violations or deviations were
identiTied.

!The licensee's design change program, as exhibited by a review of permanent and
%muorary design changes, appeared to be functioning well. Documentation of
all phases of the modification process was extensive. Engineering judgement
was conservative in all cases reviewed.

The calibration program for Unit 2 instrumentation components and systems
appeared satisfactory in the areas inspect (:d, including completed test
documentation, procedural technical content, and the performence cf
Cdlibrations. A lack of detail in calibration instructions was noted as a
weakness. The licensee has a long-term plan to correct the problem.

Control of measuring and test equipment appeared to meet all applicable
requirements.

The licensee's snubber testing program for Unit 2 was well conceived and
documented, met or exceeded regulatory requirements, and was being implemented
in a conservative manner by a competent staff.

Numerous minor discrepancies were identified with ASME Section XI pipe
supports. The licensee's Isometric Update project appeared adequate in scope
and depth to correct the ty'es of problems noted, with one exception. Several;

spring cans were filltd witi excessive debris, e' condition that could adversely
affect the performance of a spring support,

i
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DETAILS

1. PERSONS CONTACTED

LICENSEE PERSONNEL

*R. Bement, Manager, Maintenance, Unit 2
D. Boyd, Licensing Specialist

*C. Burger, Licensing Specialist M
W. Converse, in Service Inspection Supervisor t

*J. Fisicaro, Manager, Licensing
*R. Gillespie, Manager, Central Support
*J. Gobell, Maintenance Engineering / Snubbers 8

W. Greeson,-Superintendent, Structural Design
*G. Jones, General Manager. Engineering
*P. Kearney, Plant Modifications Engineering Supervisor
*R. King Supervisor, Licensing '

*D. Lomax, Superintendent, Engineering Programs
*M. McInerney, Maintenance Engineering / Snubbers
*J. McWilliams, Manager, Modifications
*J. Mueller, Manager, Maintenance, Unit 1
*T. Ott, Design Engineering
*S. Paquette, Design Engineerir,
*J. Powell, Central Support Supervisor
*D. Provencher, Quality Assurance Manager
J. Roberson, Foreman, Metrology Lab

*E. Rogers, Superintendent, Maintenance Engineering
D. Saunders, Project Manager, Isometric Update Project

-*R. Sessoms Plant Manager, Central
*E. Steen, Temporary Foreman, Metrology Lab

NRC PERSONNEL

*L. Smith, Resident inspector
*W. Smith, Senior Resident inspector, Waterford 3 Steam Electric Station
*T. Stetka, Chief, Plant Systems Section

2. DESIGN CHANGES AND MODIFICATIONS (3770_0_)

This portion of the inspection encom?assed a review of the licensee's design
change and modification process, boti permanent and temporary. The inspector
selected three permanent and one temporary design change for examination.

The overall conclusion reached by the inspector was that the design changes had-
been professionally and accurately assembled. The design change packages were
found to be conservative in approach and very detailed in content.

_ _ _ _ _ _ -
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The following permanent design changes were reviewed:

09-2043, "ANO 2 Auxiliary feedwater Pump installation," which involved the"

installation of a third auxiliary feedwater pump, piping instrumentation,
and electric power. The modification also involved the interface of
safety and nonsafety-related piping. Even though the new pump is
nonsafety-related, the licensee classified the design package as "Q"
because it interfaces with safety-related piping.

86-2108, "ANO-2 F & p Controller Upgrade" which involved the replacement"
4

of several nonsafety-related riccher & Porter valve controllert in the
main control board. This design package was classified as "Q" because the
control bo M is safety-related.

* 90 6013 "Peplacement of Obsolete PPS Power Supplies," which coyrised the
one-for-one replacement of the originel plant protection power system
supplies. This design package was classified as "Q."

Temporary Design Change 90-2-30. " Temperature Monitoring of Unit 2'

Pressurizer Code Safety Valves," whic1 involved the temporary attachment
of thermocouples to the external surface of the pressurizer code safety
valves.

The review of the permanent design modifications were conducted to verify that
they were controlled by approved procedures, had been reviewed and approved in
accordance with the requirements of the Technical Specifications, and had
established quality assurance / quality control program controls. Additional
items verified were that drawings had been updated, procedures revised,
operator training performed, aost-modification testing had been specified,
unresolved safety issues had seen addressed, maintenance and inservice testing
requirements had been identified, and safety analysis report and technical
specification amendments identified.

The inspector noted thbt the design packages were indexed and the pages were
numbered with the total number of pages identified. Each discipline involved |

in the design was in a completed and detailed section of the package. The
design package also contained a detailed description of the pros sed change,
the unresolved safety issue detemination and evaluation if required, and the
results of all calculations performed. Ports lists, isometric drawings, wiring
diagrams, and amended piping and instrument diagrams were also included. The
packages contained detailed installation instructions and post-modification
test requirements.

in addition to the review, the inspector inspected the area where the auxiliary
feedwater pump was being installed. The pump / motor base plate had been |
installed and grouted and several lengths of piping had been placed.

There were no violations or deviations identified in this portion of the
inspection.

i
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3. CAllBpATION - UNIT 2 (56700)
|

The inspector evaluated whether the calibration activities relative to j
instrumentation components and systems were being conducted in accordance with
approved procedures and instructions. The inspector evaluated these procedures
and instructions to detennine if they were in conformance with license
recuirements, technical specifications, regulatory guides, committed industry .

coces and standards, and other licensee commitments. |
l

The inspector selected several instruments for review; these instruments
lencompassed the reactor protection system, plant protection system, reactor

coolant system, core protection calculator system, emergency feedweter system,
safety injection system, volume control tank, and emergency diesel generators. |

The procedures for these instruments were reviewed and are listed in the
Attachment. The procedures were generally acceptable end test documentation
was complete; however, creas of weatness were identified and are discussed
below.

The inspector reviewed completed records and verified that the required
calibrations were being scheduled and performed as required. The licensee has
shown improvement in this area by reducing missed surveillances. No
concerns were identified with the scheduling and performance of calibrations.

3.1 Completed Test Darymentation Review

The inspector reviewed a sample of completed test documentation. The completed
test documentation reviewed is listed in the Attachment. The inspector's
review encompassed the following attributes:

As-found and as-left conditions were recorded;*

Procedural steps were initialed or signed off and all necessary values*

were recorded;

Post-test / calibration valve and switch * wps were-cornpleted and as-left*

conditions were recorded;

Where components were found to be out of calibration or where functionel*

tests were unsatisfactory, the procedures addressed the possible safety
tignificance of the situation; and

Post-test / calibration reviews were conducted.*

| All data reviewed met the specified acceptance criteria. The proper, approvedL

l test procedure was used in all cases. Perforrnance of these calibrations by
qualified personnel was verified by review of the training certification cf
selected personnel,

i
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3.2 Technicet Content Reviewm

The inspector examined'the technical content o'f the procedures listed in the
Attachment.- Limiting' conditions for operation were recognized and addressed in
the procedures-. Tcst instruments utilized were referenced by model numbers,
ranges -and/or required accuracy. Process controls were estat,11shed to ensure
proper component removal from and return to service, points of signal
insertions and signal readouts were specified, and. adequate data points were _ _
recorded such that the full operational ranges _of the instruments were covered.

_

3.3 Calibration Witnessing

The inspector witnessed portions of the calibration of emergency feedwater flow
and' pressure instrumentation. No discrepancies were noted in the esilbration
perfomance. The inspector observed that the procedure was vague An on-area
of instruction and prompted the personcel conducting the procedure to verify,

with their supervisor that they understood the procedure ins at. The
inspector discussed this observation of apparent procedure agueness with tb
cognizant I&C' supervisor. The supervisor informed the inspector that e
procedural improvement program w s in place and that the I&C department was-
maintaining a tickler file in o, effort to help improve the detail of- - !

procedure instructions. This tickler file would be utilized to inprove the 1
procedures during their'next_ revision.

~3.4 Conclusions

The ircpector found the documentation of data to be good, especially , th-
respect to.the as-found and-as-left data. The procedures had sufficiently
detailed instructions to ensure that equipment found out of specified tolerance
would be properly evaluated for reportability. Procedure improvement appeared
ongoing and was evMent during the review of recently revised procedures.

No violations or deviations were identified.

A. =OUALITY ASSURANCE (QA) PROGRAM MEASURING AND TEST EQUIPMENT - UNITS 1 & 2
D5750)

~

The inspector evaluated whether the licensee had developed and implemented a QA
program relating to the e " " of measuring and test equipment (M&TE) that was-
in conformance-with regu.. equirements, license commitments, and industry'
standards. The inspector miewed the calibration records for several pieces
of M&TE, _ the use and control-of M&TE, program audits, and implementction of

--other vrogram requirements. The development and implementation of the M&TE
progrim'were generally acceptable and no concerns were identified.

:4.1 M&TE Calibration program Audits

The inspector verified that M&TE calibration program audits were being performed
at the required frequency and that any findings were being dispositioned and
corrected. The inspector reviewed the last QA Audit Report QAp-15-89,-M&TE, to
verify that the audit was conducted at the proper frequency and that requirements

_
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for responses tt equired corrective action items and recommendations were
established. The audit corrective actions reviewed were from previous audit
findings. The audit appeared comprehensive in assessing the effectiveness of
the M&TE progran end made some recommendations for improvement.

4.2 M&TE Calibration Records

The inspector reviewed the calibration records of several pieces of M&TE. The
records reviewed included a sample from completed procedures, equi, ment that
had been lost and deleted, and new or changed equipment. During t1is review,
the inspector found that the records were eesily identifiable, readily
retrievable, and appropriately detailed. Records were reviewed to verify that>

out n :alibration reports had been issued on cquipment lost or found out of
ca l 1 e~ v.t ion. The licensee informed the inspector that the historical
experience data were being used to justify any newly determined calibration
frequencies.

4:3 M&TE Use and Centrol

The inspector examifv1 the licensee's use and control of M&TE. Equipment that
was designated for limaed .ie or calibration was identified with limited
calibrt:-on stickers. I t emc. that required off station calibration had
"stinctive color identification stickers. H&TE storage was found to be

vsically separated in accordance with the equipment calibration status.o

R a , ment checkout and recall procedures were in place to prevent the use of
t, nment that was out of calibration and prevent access by unauthorized

j oei inel. Qualification standards and status were in place for personnel in
. TE department.

. ( Conclusion,

i e M&TE program appeared well defined and contro11t.d. Personnel involved
with the program demonstr ted a' good understanding and awareness in this area.
Records were readily available and found to be accurate.

No violations or deviations were identified.

5. TESTING PIPING SUPPORT AND RESTRAINT SYSTEMS - Unit ? (70370)

The inspection of piping support and restraint systems was restricted to
Unit 2. The two major areas inspected were the snubber testing program and the
inspection of pipe and component supports pursuant to Section XI of the ASME
code.

5.1 Snubber Testing Program

The inspector verified that the licensee's selection of snubbers for both
visual and 6.incticaal testing for the current refueling outage was in
conformance with tr, ~echnical Specifications (TS). Of the 400 safety-related
snubbers in Unit 2, a:1 were visually checked and 40 were selected on a random

.
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basis for functional testing (rueeting the TS requirement to functionally test
at least 10 percent of the safety-related snubbers each refueling shutdown).
An aeditional 45 snubbers were selected for functional testing on the basis of
one or more of the following reasons: (1) the snubber was placed in a locattun
where a snubber had failed a functional test conducted during the previous
refueling outage (2) the snubber's functional test performance had been
marginal or deg aded during previous outage testing, and (3) the visual
inspection of tie snubber revealed an abnormality. Retesting of snubbers is
required by t:e TS for reasons (1) and (3) above but not for reason (2). The
retest of snubbers for previous test performance that was marginal was viewed
as a strength of the program.

To assess the snubber testing program, the inspector reviewed the procedures
listed in the Attachment to this report. These procedures were clearly
written, comprehensive, and in conformance with the TS and Section XI of the
ASME Code.

The licensee hired a contractor to perfonn functional testing of snubbers
during this refueling outage. The inspector witnessed two snubber functional
tests end found that the test nethodology and criteria used for acceptance
conformed to the licensee's procedures and the TS.

The inspector witnessed the reinstallation of a snutber (Examination No. 339,
Mark No. 2VTS-4-H1, Anchuc Darling 1601) following its functional test.
Procedural requirements regarding proper handling and installation of snubbers
were complied with and the final as-left configuration was checked es required.

The inspector performed a detailed as-built field walkdown of the following
four safety-related snubbers:

Examination Mark Manufacturer Drawing
No. No. and Size No.

180 2 EBB-2-H6 PSA 35 H-12-206
208 2EB0-1-H1 FSA 100 H-13-101
235 2EBD ~~ '-H004 AD 71R 2EBD-56-2(Isometric)
340 2VT' PSA 35 H-35-402(R3)

The inspector examined each snubber for physical defects, loose or missing
parts, wear, and clearances. Additionally, the inspector verified the
configuration, dimensions, and hardware specified on the as-built drawing. One
discrepancy was identified associated with snut.ber No. 340. Drawing H-35-432 (R3)
shows an all-around 1/2-inch fillet weld connecting the clevis to a structural
I-beam. On the underside of the clevis only a root pass existed; the remainder
of the weld was missing. This discrepancy was outside the scope of the TS
snubber visual inspection program. The licensee initiated Job Request No. 862018
to install the weld as shown on the drawing. The inadequate weld did not appear
to affect the operability of the snubber support. In all other respects, the-

examined snubbers appeared to be in excellent condition.

1

I
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At the conclusion of the inspection, and with approximately three quarters of
the original testing scope completed, three snubbers had failed functional
testing. One of the failures occurred during the inspection and was witnessed
by the inspector. This snubber, an Anchor-Darling 43. Examination No. 411,
Mark No. 2CCA-15-H48 (B), exceeded the as-found acceptance criteria for peak
value during the running drag test, which is 5 percent of the snubber rated
load. The licensee was preparing to disassemble and inspect the snubber to
determine the cause of the failure, but this information was not available for
this inspection. The other two snubber test failures involved Pacific

Scientific (PSA) three snubbers which had both failed as a result of degraded
lubricant. These two snubbers (Examination No. 394, Mark No. 2EBD-4-H9 and
Examination No. 395, Mark No. 2EBD-4-H10) are both located on the main steam
system. Snubber No. 394 failed because of high drag forces in both tension and
compression. Snubber No. 395 experienced a more dramatic failure as it locked
up under tension, failing to move. In both cases, dry lubricant was found
caked inside the capstan spring and on the screw shaft and thrust bearing. In
some areas, no lubricant existed and wear marks were evident. lhe licensee
conjectured that the lubricant breakdown may have been accelerated by high
ambient temperatures. There has been recent interest in the nuclear industry
to develop more effective heat-resistant lubricants for use on snubbers and
other components. The licensee indicated a desire to ronitor these initiatives
and to utilize alternatives as necessary to mitigste the problem.

The licensee concluded that the failures of snubbers 394 and 395 represented a
generic problem resulting from a combination of lubricar,t deficiencies and the
specific constructicn of PSA snubber sizes 1, 3, and 10. Larger and smaller
PSA models are of different construction and are not generally susceptible to I

the same failure mechanisms. In accordance with the TS, the licensee decided
to test functionally all remaining PSA-1, 3, and 10 snubbers in Unit 2 (approxi-
mately 100 additional tests) in lieu of testing an edditional 10 percent of the
snubbers on a random basis (which would result in 40 additional tests). The
ins p ctor reviewed all relevant TS requirements and concluded that the licensee's
decision met the intent of the TS and also represented a conservative engineering
approach. According to the TS, each failure that occurs in the original
10 percent random sample requires an additional 10 percent sample to be tested.
Failures that occur in the original additional st.mple (those snubbers retested
for previous failures or visual indicationsi do not invoke a requirement for
additional testing. Only one of the three snubbers that had failed was part of

-the original 10 percent sample (Examination No. 395). The 15 further states
that if additional testing is required only because of the failure of one type
of snubber (a generic problem), that additional samples may be limited to that
-type of snubber. The licensee exercised this option and to its credit committed
to perform more snubber tests than would have been required by the 10 percent
extra random sample.

Overall, the Unit 2 snubber testing program demonstrated a strong commitment on
the licensee's part to ensure the long-term operability of safety-related
snubbers. Regulatory and internal procedural requirements were met and the
maintenance engineering staff in charge of snubber testing appeared
knowledgeable and competent.

1
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' ~5.2 Inspection of Pipe and Component Supports _ j

The inspector; reviewed the Unit 2 Inservice Inspection-(ISI) Pla'n for
interval 2,: dated January-14.1991,- Revision.0. Thie document listed all
safety-rela _ted pipe and component supports in Unit 2 and assigned specific

- -

inspection requirements =(such as visual examination, ultrasonic examination, |

magnetic-particle examination, etc.) to:be accomplished during one or more of ,

the:three(approximately3-year)periodswithintheinterval, This document
was comprehensive and appeared to meet the scheduling requirements of
Section XI.of the ASME code. ,

The inspector performed a detailed as-built field examination of the following
= Unit 2 pipe supports ~against the listed support drawings:

ISI No. Mark No. Type Drawing No.

-63-040 -2 EBB-8-H1 Spring Base Support H-12-801(R3)
71-015 2HBC-32-H8 Spring Base Support 2HBC-32-H8(R6)

171-017 2HBC-32-H7- Box Frame H23-3207 R3
73-070- 2HBC-51-H11 Complex Spring Hanger H23-5111 R8

The following discrepatz :es were identified:
_

,

ISINs
63-040 A weld was-missing between two 1/2-inch plates shown at#

elevation 423 feet 7 1/2-inches,
t

-.71-015 The mark number:on this support was 2CCA-22-H1. The
.

mark number on the drawing was:2HBC-32-H8. ,

71-017 The entire -box support and bolting was severely corroded.
Severa1' bolts. attaching structural members to the concrete
we.ils had insufficient thread engagement.

73-070: An excessive amount of debris had accumulated inside-the
-lower spring can, including a metal tag, wood chips,.and
spalled concrete.

In addition, during random plant walkdowns the inspector found spring cans that
appeared-to-be topped or bottomed out, other. spring cans with excessive debris,-

and spring-supports that appeared to be out of alignment. The inspectoridid-
.

not judge any of the/ identified discrepancies to represent an immediate
operability concern-but considered the number of readily apparent discrepancies .i

to be. excessive.
'The licenseefacknowledged that there are a considerabic number of field discre-1

pancies associated with pipe and component supports in both units and stated 1-

;1;iai. a major corrective action program had already been initiated, the Isometric
Update Project. The 'Isocietric Update Project is designed to reconcile the ;

_ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ - . ,_ _ _ . , , __ _ _ _ . ~ . . . , _ _ . _ .
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as'-built configuration of all Seismic Class 1 piping and components to the
'

.

.as-analyzed configuration for Units 1 and 2. The project is broken down into
three phases. Phase one consists of recovery of the existing: data base. This
includes revising the existing isometric drawings to include all applicable-

i; change documents. Phase two. consists of field walkdowns of the piping systems
to record discrepancies-in piping configurations, dimensions,-and component and

| support type and locations. This effort includes a verification of all informa-
,

tion provided on the individual pipe and component support drawings. The -

| products ~of phase two include red lining the isometric drawings generated in
|? phase one and condition reports gencrated from the discrepancies. The final

phase'of the project is_a reconciliation of the as-built to the as-analyzed'

[ configurr.cion. An evaluation of significant discrepancies is. performed to [determine if the analysis is valid for the condition. The final disposition'

may- be use-as-is, repair, modify or. reanalyze. AN0 has committed to complete i

the project by December 31, 1995. 1

The inspector concluded that the Isometric Update Project, if fully implemented !
as planned, should satisfactorily address the types of pipe support problems '

-identified during this inspection. The-'one exception is the accumulation of
debris in spring cans. To maintain the cicanliness of spring cans, an ongoing i

maintenance effort would be required. The 151 ASME_ inspection effort should '

c
' include-an examination of spring cans for debris, but under this program a

spring support.may.not be visited for up to 20 years. Spring supports which
are not 'acluded in the ISI program are~ inspected periodically in accordance
with' Procedure 2306.022, Unit ' Spring Can Pipe Hanger Surveillance, Revision 0.,

L However, this procedure does mot specifically address the identification or
removal of debris inside the spring can. Therefore, no program was in place to
ensure the inspection and cleaning of spring cans either on a timely periodic
basis or after nearby construction or other debris-producing activity is

, ' completed. These observations and findings were discussed with appropriate
j; licensee personnel. The inspector stated that the licensee should consider

review of this-issue to detemine the safety-s_ignificance and either to
initiate corrective action or to justify why no action is needed. Licensee .

_

personnel acknowledged the inspector's. comments.
L q

'No violations or deviations'were identified in this area, i

6. EXIT MEETING .i

.The. inspectors met with the personnel identified in paragraph 1 on March 8,-- |
1991, and discussed the scope and findings of the-inspection. The licensee did- "

- not identify, as proprietary, 'any of the infomation reviewed by: the inspectors
during the inspection.

!

l.
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ATTACHMENT
<

' List of Procedures-Reviewedz i

Unit 2 Test and Calibration Procedures-
IzJ12.09,:"CPC B Calibration," Revision 4--

"

2312.19 "CEAC 2 Calibration," Revision 1,

2312.025. "3205 Core Protection Calculator Channel B Test," Revision 2 ;

o

*2304.011. " Volume Control-Tank Level Instrument Surveillance Test," Revision 10

12304.043, " Plant Protection System Channel C Field Calibration," Revision-14-

2304.072, " Safety Injection Tank Pressure and Level Calibration A Tank,"
Revision 9

2304.85, "R.C.P. D/P' Instrumentation Calibration," Revision.1

2304'.089, " Plant Protection System Channel A-Calibration," Revision 0 >

.

2304.104, "Excore: Instrumentation Channel A Calibration,"LRevision~13-

2304.105, "Excore Instrumentation Channel-B Calibration," Revision 12
3
'

2304--113. "RPS Response Time Tect channel B," Revision 9 !
.

>*2304.114, "RPS Response Time Test' Channel?C," Revision 6 J

*2304.118 " Reactor Coolant Temperature Instrumentation Surveillance Test,"
Revision 8 ,

,

*2304.129,.." Calibration'of Emergency.Feedwater Flow,"; Revision 5:

2304.134, " Emergency. Diesel 12K4A. Instrumentation Calibration," Revision' 3 - ,

2304.145, " Start-upfChannels-1 &L2 Test," Revision 6:*

2304.146, " Start-up1 Channels 1 & 2 Calibration," Revision 5 1

- Completed Test Documentation Reviewed*

Station Administrative' Procedures

AP&L QA Manual, Revision 11
,

'1000.014 " Control of M&TE and Standards"
!

i

1

|
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Snubber Inspection and Testing' Procedures

1306.003, " Visual Inspections, VT.3 and Limited Operability Testing of
Snubbers," Revision 15

1306.023, " Snubber Functional Testing," Rev; ion 7

1402.130, " Snubber Removal and Installation," Revision 6

1092.023, "ASME Section XI Visual Examinations," Revisien 2

,
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